
ProCube Trial Service Case Study

For our most common ProCube Trial Service, we establish a protocol by expressing one protein from one construct. We take the customer’s 
plasmid and create a transfer vector, express protein in 5 silkworms and purify the protein using a single pass through an affinity purification 
column.  This service is popular because our customers can confirm the expression of their target protein quickly (in as little as 3 weeks). We 
suggest this service for customers who are dissatisfied with recombinant catalog protein options or who are interested in trying to express their 
protein in a baculovirus expression system.  
In this case study, we customized our ProCube Trial Service protocol and expressed Dock-tagged enhanced green fluorescent protein 
(EGFP) in a single pass through an affinity column.  According to our standard Trial Service, we recommend FLAG-tag as the primary tag, but 
the customer can choose another tag.  Dock-tag is our patented tag that uses a dockerin polypeptide which binds to a calcium ion attached to a 
cohesin domain (approximate 6 kDa in size, containing 60 AA).  We were able to obtain high-purity protein shown as a single band on a 
CBB-stained gel, using only a single pass Dock-tag affinity purification chlomatography column.  After establishing a protocol for any protein, the 
yield is calculated per silkworm and we can scale up to 1 gram quantities with our ProCube Manufacturing Service.

In our  ProCube Trial Service, we express and purify customer’s target protein from 5 silkworms.  
With our Trial Service our customers are able to verify the approximate amount of protein expressed, 
solubility and purity of target protein efficiently.

Figure 1:  Customized  ProCube Trial Service protocol

Figure 2:  Dock-tagged EGFP construct with 
                 polyhedrin promoter

Five pupae with expressed target protein homogenized:  
25 mL homogenizing buffer
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Figure 3:  Western-blot (left) and CBB-stained 
                 gel (right) of each fraction
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FLAG is a registered trademark of Sigma-Aldrich Co., LLC
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